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Abstract: In this paper, we suggest a generic city description model suited
for purposes like semi-automatic city modeling and urban layout evaluation.
The generic city model refers to basic vital functions of a (computable) city.
Feature patterns are used to extend the generic city model with global and
local characteristics. The Hellenistic cities serve as a platform for a first
implementation to test a semi-automatic city model generation. As a result four
cities are reconstructed as a first example of our ongoing work, Miletus, Knidos,
Priene and Olynthus. Future work will deal with the application of the generic
city model to the performance simulation of contemporary urban layouts.
Keywords: City modeling; semi-automatic; design grammars; urban planning;
archeological reconstruction; generic city.
Introduction
In this paper, we suggest a generic city description
model suited for purposes like semi-automatic city
modeling and urban layout evaluation. The generic
city model refers to basic vital functions of a (computable) city. Feature patterns are used to extend the
generic city model with global and local characteristics. The Hellenistic cities serve as a platform for a first
implementation to test a semi-automatic city model
generation. As a result four cities are reconstructed as
a first example of our ongoing work, Miletos, Knidos,
Priene and Olynthos (Figure 1). The term ‘generic city’
has been implemented in the late 90s by architect
Rem Koolhaas. According to Koolhaas, the regional
identity of the city has become obsolete, as a result
of the global assimilation of cultural identities. The

cities in the west and in the east consist now of interchangeable structural layouts and arbitrary design
properties without being criticized by their inhabitants who accept them, as legacy habitats. There is a
global common ground between urban landscapes.
But they differ dramatically in regional and climatic
properties (Heron, 1996).
The concept of the “generic city” as a side effect
of globalization can be detected in the mass foundation of Hellenistic cities, all over Anatolia, from
Asia Minor to the European Greek peninsula. By hellenization of existing cites by massive transfers of
population, colonization by retired colonists, transfer of population, or by synoecism, or by foundation
of new cities spread hundreds of instances of the
“Greek city” in a relatively small period of time (Cohen, 1995). The attributes of the generic Hellenistic
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as a specific urban design input and transform the
generic model description to a locally applied city
model equipped with local design attributes and
properties. Metadata serve as guiding inputs for the
city creation process and for the analysis of the generated structures affecting all urban scales. The generic city model inherits the chance of a unified city
simulation model (Figure 1). Resulting output can be
used to optimize urban layouts in order to meet a
high energetic, economic, ecologic performance as
well as ‘weak’ criteria like urban qualities.
city are the urban planning according to the hippodameian system, as it had been implemented in
the classical cities Miletos, Thourioi, Olynthos, and
Priene, and the unexceptional presence of a bouleuterion, a gymnasium, a theater, a stadium and a
temenos (Wycherley, 1962). Regional characteristics
of climate and landscape formation gave the specific
characteristics of each city.
Today, the concept of the “generic city” is contemporary again. Globalization seems to have given
a common fate to cities all over the world. Future Cities - the evolving mega-cities of today – face, apart
from the issue of identity, a wide range of other challenges; dynamic social change, the decline of fossil
energy, increased population density, transportation, energy, communication, water infrastructures,
and also to provide high access to healthcare, education, public safety, workplaces and amenities. The
immanent need to reduce CO2 emissions in all domains of life requires the optimization of the urban
planning processes as well as the validation and the
evaluation of planning functions. The generic city
model that the paper suggests is able to generate
understandable visualizations, methods to enhance
the design of master plans and approaches to measure the performance of a city. The system implies
that a city consists of basic functions and interlinked
metadata according to Koolhaas idea of a generic
city. The basic functions e.g. steer the automatic
generation of the urban layout, the growth behavior,
and the urban geometries. Feature patterns serve
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Related work
Wegener et al. (1994 and 2004) describes a universal
urban system model overview. It outlines the behaviors that existing urban simulation models attempt
to represent in varying degrees of compactness and
features integrating differing approaches of temporal abstraction and detail of simulation agents and
location. It describes further the interdependencies
between urban entities household and business
agents that are located in housing and nonresidential buildings, and on the differing time scales of the
evolution of buildings, transportation networks, urban form, and travel.
The computational tool of the analysis of the
generic city model is based on shape grammars
(Stiny, 2006). Shape Grammars have been
implemented in the past in the analysis of several
historical examples, such as the Palladian Villas (Stiny
and Mitchell, 1978). The technical characteristics are
directly derived from an attributed shape grammar
called CGA Shape, which is suited for applications in
computer graphics. It was introduced by Müller et al.
(2006) and had been extended by Ulmer et al. (2007),
Halatsch et al. (2008) with urban planning rule sets
and landscape patterns, which can be used for previsualization, master planning, guided design variation and for digital content creation purposes of the
entertainment industries. The rules and patterns are
associated with architectural attributes. Generated
geometries follow basic architectural norms according to GIS information.

Figure 1
Reconstruction of Olynthus:
The city of Olynthos was
generated by our context sensitive shape grammar-based
generic city modeling system

Figures 2
Left, original system model
by Wegener et al. (1994). The
inherited complexity had been
drastically reduced for the
simulation of the Hellenistic
city scheme pictured right

A prototype for a computable generic
city model
With this framework, a wide range of architectural designs can be encoded and detailed 3D models can be generated automatically. Shape grammar
rules that create certain architectural configurations
can be grouped into collections within libraries.
Such libraries exist in literary form and are described
as patterns. The use of patterns in architecture is
founded on Alexander et al (1977).

Overview
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 starts
with an overview of the generic city system model,
and afterwards our extensions needed for the encoding of feature patterns are introduced and a plausible digital chain is described. Section 3 deals with
the design of feature patterns and their implementation by using our CGA grammar. In section 4, we describe the generic generation of four design studies
as applied examples. Finally we give conclusions and
future work in Section 5.

System overview of the generic city model
Our generic system is a simplified implementation
approach of the model given by Wegener et al.
(1994 and 2004) to include behavioral or process
models in methods for the procedural generation of
urban layouts. This includes as well the spatial patterns of access networks and locators for objects
such as population, housing, and land use (Figure
2). The goal for our system is to create a basic setup
for the automatic allocation of land use zones, associated roads and generated building while using
only shape grammars for implementation. In previous publications (Halatsch 2008, Ulmer 2007) the
authors posed methods to generate city layouts
that start with the procedural generation of street
networks (based on l-systems) and derive street
shapes and lot-shapes automatically based on the
system by Mueller and Parish (2001) and Mueller et
al. (2006). In these cases the grammars are applied
after the production processes of the urban layout in
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Figure 3
The system proto type of
the generic city model can
be used for reconstruction
purposes as well as the
prediction of city structures.
Each function represents a
specific grammars set for
the production of an urban
layout. Feature patterns are
used to enable the specific appearance of a characteristic
city scheme

order to generate three-dimensional geometries like
building, vegetation schemes and street furniture.
These approaches reduce computation costs efficiently and offer an unrivaled flexibility in the production of urban schemes. The inherent boundaries
between the production systems limit the practical
application of shape grammar sets to a whole city
region for implementing urban simulation system
models. In the present example we like to combine
the urban layout and the generation of buildings
into one holistic shape grammar model consisting
of multiple grammar sets operating on all city scales.
With this model we want to add growth prediction,
pattern inheritance and geometrical calculation of
the possible expansion of an area and its subdivisions according to local constraints like governmental regulations or topography.

The CityEngine system and generic model
implementation
The CGA Shape grammar with extensions is implemented in a tool called CityEngine (Parish & Müller
2001, Müller et al. 2006) that is now commercially
available and distributed by Procedural Inc. – an ETH
Zurich start-up company. It can process urban environments of any size i.e. ranging from a single lot up
to a whole city. This input data is represented in a GIS
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format and consists of different regions like streets,
parcels, building footprints, patios etc. Furthermore, these regions contain metadata information
specified by the user in the GUI of the CityEngine.
Depending on the metadata attributes, the regions
trigger the selection and application of corresponding shape grammar rules. Therefore, the region itself
(usually a polygon or a street network that had been
automatically created by the CityEngine itself ) is
fed as initial shape into the grammar engine, which
derives it into an elaborate design by applying the
selected rules. The resulting model can then be previewed in the OpenGL viewer of the CityEngine or
photo-realistically visualized in a 3D application like
Autodesk’s Maya.
In our case we discarded the inbuilt per lot polygon creation of geometry and implemented our
own software framework, which consist basically on
the CGA shape grammar scripting language. The system poses an ideal test bed for academically motivated urban modeling and 3d city model generation
with the additional Python support besides the current drawbacks of higher memory consumption, increased costs for additional implementations needed and limitations regarding landscape modeling
(e.g. not topography at the moment). 3D scenes in
this present work had been visualized with Autodesk

Showcase – a real-time rendering 3D scene graph
application.

Implementation of a generic city model
Basic functions for a generic city model
Our system protoype is based on three basic main
functions (Figure 3):
A: defineArea (total population, population density, land
use type, shape configuration, and translation)
B: defineAccess (population density, system type,
distance functions)
C: defineObjects (population density, object type)

Figure 4
Feature patterns for a generic
city model as described in
Wycherley (1962)
Left, a): Initial set of residential building and variation,
comprising of Pastas house
(top), and (bottom) Prostas
house. (Note: Views are facing back facade.) Right, b):
Initial set of secular buildings, comprising of a bouleuterion to the left and a stoa
in the middle. On the right
side a typical temple model
is stated.

The defineArea() function describes the land use
plan of an urban area at a large scale and describes
the parcel subdivision according to the land use
model and regulations on a district level. The defineAccess() function is used to lay out streets and to
connect city parts to each other as well as to define
the main access roads on a large scale or to define
intra-parcel roads. Third, the defineObjects() function is used to implement all behavior and geometric
configuration not covered by the previous ones and
is used in general for the placement of building prototypes. The referred basic functions do not offer any
design variation following architectural, economic,
ecologic and engineering criteria. Therefore the basic functions are extended by sets of feature patterns
(please see next chapter) that alter the specific urban
shape. Both, main functions and feature patterns are
implemented in CGA shape.

Feature patterns for a generic city model
Feature patterns classify characteristic geometric
configurations as design data input and functional
data (e.g. social statistics, or approximated energy
consumption), and contribute as an output a specific
city structure by triggering specific design grammar
rules during the system’s derivation process by extending basic functions. A basic function can be extended by several feature patterns even of the same
type. Case conditions are applied to ensure correct
attribute matching of the system. Feature patterns
themselves can be organized into sub patterns or
pattern variations (e.g. different land use type) by
file arbitration. Simple pattern structures like a) attribute repositories, which contain for example socioeconomic models or b) geometric configurations
that define building block layout and c) decision
trees can be combined to nested complex pattern
structures. From an implementation point of view
a future pattern extension to a basic function can
be made by calling external routines directly from a
main function inside the city grammar code. Feature
patterns can be represented as a nested file hierarchy of CGA routines and, or associated maps from
GIS and 3D assets from CAAD and DCC, which can
be used to compute statistical models or to include
pre-modeled geometry or pictures inside the model.
For example a housing scheme will be a feature
pattern instead of the bounding box on a lot, which
is part of the basic function by defineObjects() and
layout associations by defineArea(). Both, the geometric 3D representation of a park or the land use
(color) marker of a park belong each to a feature patter representation. For the Hellenistic generic city
model the included feature patterns for the housing schemes, sacral and secular buildings as shown
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Figures 5
The urban 2D layouts generated by our system consist of
four major use zones: blue
for residential use, yellow for
secular use, red for sacral use
and light gray for the three
street types. The pictured
city models are a) Miletos,
b) Knidos, c) Priene and d)
Olynthos (extract)

in figure 4 are depending on defineArea() and defineObjects() as a basic function.

Design studies: Applying the Hellenistic
city scheme to the generic city model
Generation of the 2D city layout
All the 2D city layouts that are shown in figures 5 had
been generated by our system. In a first creation step
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defineArea() is applied to span the maximal dimension of the cityscape with meta data like site orientation, overall land use, maximum population, population density, orientation preference for land use
and, or access. Following defineAccess() situates the
arterial roads according to the previous meta data
and executes again defineArea(), which will now detail the subarea enclosed by the city boundaries and
the arterial roads. defineAccess() is executed again

Figures 6
According to the urban layout
generated in a previous step
the systems places automatically buildings according to
the use mix of the zoning
plan: a) Miletos, b) Knidos, c)
Priene, d) Olynthos

to define the major and minor streets. The resulting insualae blocks are marked according to meta
data like orientation preference and land use types
by defineArea() according to associated feature patterns. On each execution level of the basic functions
there is a parallel derivation branch where feature
patterns can be added and that steers the geometric appearance as well the city system configuration. In this way we can easily produce schematic
2D city schemes and for example stop at a building
footprint level with the grammar derivation. In the
following steps 3D feature pattern descriptions can
be added for describing the building, street or open
space geometry.

Evaluation of the generated 3D models
The generated Hellenistic 2D city schemes (Egli,
1959) had been extended by associated patterns
for the 3D building geometries according to the
assigned use zones. Miletos (Figure 5a) served as a

prototype for the hippodameian system. Miletos is
divided into two parts, north and south. Both parts
are following the gridiron system that is immanent
for the rectangular subdivision into insulae city
blocks of Greek classical cities. The north part differs slightly from the south part in the dimensions
of the insulae as well as arterial roads are missing.
Knidos (Figure 5b) pose an ideal example of the
Hellenistic city scheme with it two arterial roads, its
orientation against the coastline and the alignment
of the streets with the major wind directions provided Knidos with fresh air within a Mediterranean
surrounding. Priene (Figure 5c), a classical city, very
well preserved and documented due to the conditions of its destruction, serves as the prototype and
gives the characteristics that became crucial later, in
the urban planning of the Hellenistic times. The digital reconstruction of Priene has been generated with
the correct placement of institutional and residential
buildings taking into account traffic information and
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street maps in the definition of its zoning and topography. Olynthos (Figure 5d) represents inarguably a
perfect example of the Hellenistic city scheme. Insulae blocks are subdivided into insulae stripes, which
are themselves separated intra insular access road of
2 meters in width. Five insulae lots each with a width
of 17.3 meters and a depth of 16.75 form an insulae
block of 35 meters by 86.5 meters. Unfortunately, as
seen in figures 6 the CityEngine system limits the creation of the building geometry even with a geometric low level of detail as we used the 32-bit version of
the application for the generation to approximately
1024-megabyte model size.

Conclusion and future work
This generic city model delivers an abstract description of a city as well as a prediction model with the
goal to recreate local identities and to set certain
simulation criteria for efficient and valuable city designs in a global community. We showed the correct
simulation of four Greek Hellenistic cities. We understand the present work as an initial research attempt.
Several issues had not been covered in this research
such like simulated city growth behavior, trip optimization or perceptive spatial programming.
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